DEVELOPING YOUR

EMPLOYER
ACTION PLAN
CORE STANDARD
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Produce, implement and
communicate a mental
health at work plan

INTRODUCING
CORE STANDARD 1
Core Standard 1 recommends employers produce, implement
and communicate a mental health at work plan that helps
to create an open and supportive culture in the workplace –
one that encourages people to talk about their mental
health, promotes good mental health of all employees and
outlines the support available for those who may need it.
In this section we will cover what you need to create a mental
health at work plan that has the ability to communicate,
evaluate, be inclusive and ultimately support a more
sustainable and continuous approach to breaking down stigma
and changing how people think and act about mental health.

TIME TO CHANGE’S EXPECTATIONS AND MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS TO ACHIEVE THIS STANDARD
In order to have your action plan approved we would expect to see some minimum
requirements met for this core standard around producing, implementing and
communicating a mental health work plan.
We would expect the following to be evidenced in your submission;
An outline of who is responsible
for delivery of each activity
within your organisation.

Activities that demonstrate
how Senior Leaders will show
commitment to addressing mental
health, and mental health stigma
and discrimination specifically, in
your workplace.

Clear timescales and dates for
delivery of each mental health
activity within your organisation.

Activities that demonstrate how
your organisations commitment
will be embedded within
organisational strategies, policies
and strategic-level documentation.

An outline of what measurements
will be used to monitor and
evaluate impact and success.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE CORE STANDARD 1
 Secure a senior sponsor to sign

 Ask a senior leader to write a blog or

your Employer Pledge at an all staff
event and ask them to talk about the
importance of tackling stigma in your
workplace – we recommend this isn’t
your HR Director so you can break
mental health out of the ‘HR box’.

intranet post to highlight the pledge
and their commitment to drive culture
change.

 Provide mental health training options
to raise awareness and improve
understanding.

 Encourage senior leaders to be role

 Include all the ways you can

models by sharing their personal
experiences of stress, low mood or
other mental health problems in the
workplace.

communicate messages around mental
health and stigma (e.g. website, forums,
networks, emails, posters, marketing
campaigns) making sure that information
is easily accessible by all employees /
stakeholders.

 Provide printed fact sheets or direct to
intranet pages on any in-house
support that’s provided, what your
organisation offers around mental
health and wellbeing such as your
Employee Assistance Programme and
information about keeping healthy.

 Set out your commitment physically

on your website in News, Media and in
Employment / vacancies sections.

 Clearly set out your commitment on your
annual report / other public documents.

SUGGESTED WAYS TO MEASURE FOR CORE STANDARD 1
TO MEASURE IMPACT

TO MEASURE SUCCESS

 Measure employee awareness of the action

 Track to what extent communications are

plan and the Pledge by getting feedback via
surveys, people comments, focus groups,
staff networks and unions

accessed for example email open rates,
webpage views or resource downloads.

 Check employee understanding of mental

health routinely. This could be achieved
by adding or building on existing practices
such as routine employee surveys, key date
events such as Time to Talk Day, World
Mental Health Day, staff conferences, away
days etc.

CASE STUDY POINT
Watch Ruth Hunt,
Former CEO of
Stonewall, share their
top down approach
to tackling mental
health stigma.

 Integrate activities into team planning
process then track inclusion in key
employee processes (e.g. induction)
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ACTIVITIES, IDEAS AND CONSIDERATIONS
TO HELP YOU DEVELOP A
STRATEGY BEYOND THE ACTION PLAN
We know that all organisations are on different points on this journey, your organisation may
be much further a long and so you may have already delivered and measured on the minimum
requirements above. If you are ready to further develop your strategy around mental health we
have set out some principles to help you develop your action plan further.
The principles are as follows:
Testing every step of the Action Plan as you complete it and then whenever you
create new activities / deliverables with a set of “consideration points” we provide in
this set of guides
Engaging Senior buy in, representation and engagement
Creating an Internal Communication Plan in order to communicate to all regularly
and consistently

TESTING

SCENARIO FOR THOUGHT

The Mental Health space is growing rapidly
as more and more people realise how
normal it is to have poor mental health and
how not addressing it could impact not just
on individuals but all those around them.

An employer was extremely enthusiastic
about signing the Pledge, they listed all
the activities that they would like to do as
they knew the organisation was struggling,
work morale was at an all-time low and
they concluded that an intervention was
necessary. Their activities included face to
face, discussion based activities, or a more
support focused “drop in” one-to-ones
providing emotional support and so on.

Many employers at the start of their journey,
have often said they felt overwhelmed as
there was so much information out there,
and that they struggled to narrow it down
to what they could deliver as it all seemed
equally valid and important.

The Employer was disappointed to see
that despite the effort they put in, none of
the staff seemed interested in any of the
activities and engagement was barely there.
This Employer had also left some of Minds
booklets outside the toilets where they had
leaflet and information stands, they were
surprised to find that Mind booklets were
flying out and needed replenishing almost
immediately as they were re-stocked.

You may be feeling this too, in which case
we invite you to refocus your thoughts on
where your organisation is at and what you
can realistically achieve in that time frame,
with the resources you have access to as
well as who the specific audiences you will
be delivering it to are and most importantly
what they are going to be receptive to.
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The Employer in the above scenario had
identified correctly what was needed but did not
take into account how receptive the employees
were to “what was needed”. The reality was that
the employees felt very unsafe in sharing their
personal experiences fearing consequences such
as losing their jobs, especially as the organisation
was going through a restructure, which is why
discussions and drop ins felt very unsafe to them.

To help you ensure that you are
delivering the right activities at the
level that your audiences will engage
in and that you are able to monitor,
we have listed a set of key
consideration points that you can
use as a test guide for every time
you plan to develop an activity.

However the appetite and engagement was
present amongst employees and the key was
to ensure that they received the “activity in a
safe way”. In this instance, being able to take
information safely and quickly worked and
clearly a need, with the amount of restocking
that took place. The Employer quickly realised
that their first steps to changing attitudes
had to simply be providing information in a safe
and accessible way.

We have also listed the rationale
behind the consideration points to
help you understand why we think
they are important.

CONSIDERATION POINTS TO TEST YOUR ACTION PLAN AND ITS
DELIVERABLES ACROSS THE 6 CORE STANDARDS
Can your Organisation make any
information available about employees
who will be involved in or affected by
activities in your Action Plan?

Think about your organisation, all the
employees in it. Consider all the different
groups in your organisation that the
activities in this action plan need to reach:

 People who work in various roles –

When you are thinking of activities and
with it the messages you would like to
communicate, it may be worth considering
who you are communicating to and if
that knowledge changes how you deliver
your activity and whether you deliver it in
various forms in order to reach as many
people in your organisation as you can.

whether they are operational, strategic,
office based, working remotely, lone
working, on the move always.

 Also consider peoples situations, for

example if they have children, are carers,
lone parents, if the work part-time,
have access to flexible working or not, if
they are contracted or paid by the hour.
Also consider times people work – so
regular 9-5 hours or shift work or simply
do irregular hours.

 Also think about the diversity of your
organisation as a whole, the ages
of employees, cultural / religious
backgrounds, ethnicities, sexual
orientation, gender, disabilities etc.
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Consider if you are able to properly
assess the impact of your Action
Plan and its activities, or is there
likely to be any gaps or / insufficient
information provided from activities
that stops you assessing? And how
will you address this?

Does your Action Plan and
activity disproportionately affect
any groups of people in your
organisation?
Consider how activities and
deliverables communication made
accessible to all groups?

Mental Health experiences tend to be specific
to the person it falls on so for example, Pauls
experience of anxiety can be different to how
Peter experiences anxiety and as a result their
support needs are likely to be different.

Are you able to scope your activities
and deliverables on the action plan, to
gauge exactly which groups of people
it will reach in your organisation and if
there are groups that won’t be reached
or mostly missed?

Part of the reason could be the difference
between Paul and Peters experiences,
background, even as far as beliefs and values.
Whilst you can’t determine if your activity
reaches each individual per se, it is worth thinking
about how you would assess which groups of
people it does reach or not as the case might be.

For example your activity or deliverable
occurs mostly in Sheffield where
your head office is based and whilst
neighbouring offices are also able to
get access to the activity – it is unlikely
to be accessed by those in your Watford
offices – in which case the Watford
office would be disproportionally
affected by this activity.

So for example Paul is office based and so is
constantly on email, Peter however is very
frontline, rarely in an office and does not have
access to his emails most of the time.
If your activity is around email communication
/ or via company social media like Yammer then
it is more likely to reach Paul then Peter.
Are you able to find out how many people click
that email or open that post – and from where
those people might be based. How can you adapt
this activity so that it can be communicated or
made more accessible to Peter?
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Is there an opportunity for your
programme/ activity to foster good
relations between groups?

Are you able to get support from
and or consult a working group /
steering or advisory group made
up of people with lived experiences
of poor mental health?

Consider if you are engaging people with
a wide range of protected characteristics
in the development, delivery and review
and/or monitoring of the Action Plan,
its activities and deliverables.

Time to Change is very much about
Lived Experience Leadership – that is
to consult people with lived experiences
of poor mental health or mental health
problems to influence, guide or support
the development and delivery of our
products and activities.

Mental Health and wellbeing needs of
employees needs to be at the core of every
organisation and one of the best ways to ensure
it is, is by collaborating with other Internal
Networks / staff groups.

By doing this we embed lived
experience in all that we do. Our
invitation is that employers consider
this approach when it comes to
developing, delivering and embedding
the action plan, as it takes the pressure
off the person leading the Pledge
process especially if they have limited
knowledge on the subject matter.

You can encourage other Networks to think
about mental health may impact their individual
audiences and what they can do to ensure
people get support and help should they need it
without fear of judgement or repercussions.
There is also an opportunity to encourage
connecting with other Networks for their key
dates and promote impact on mental health
of their audiences. For example during Black
History Month (October), LGBTQ History
Month (February) International Women’s Day
(November) raise awareness around mental
health with dedicated network focusing on the
mental health of people allied to the network.

Whilst people with lived experiences
might not be experts on the subject
they are certainly experts of their
experiences which could be invaluable
for the organisation to learn from.

Interestingly Black History Month overlaps with
World Mental Health day (10th October) and
LGBTQ History Month overlaps with Time to
Talk Day (first Thursday of February)
If you are able to get the Networks to have
Mental Health of its audience on its agenda
as a standing item, then you are well on your
way to reaching a group of people that might
otherwise be harder to reach. You would also be
making the Action Plan and its activities engage
a wide range of protected characteristics in
the delivery and monitoring / evaluating of this
Action Plan, its activities and deliverables.

CASE STUDY POINT
The Bank of
England’s Chief
Economist spoke out
to the media about
the importance of
signing the Time to
Change pledge.
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SENIOR BUY IN, REPRESENTATION
AND ENGAGEMENT
Buy-in, visual representation of that buy in as well as meaningful engagement from senior leaders
from a diverse range of backgrounds in your organisation are crucial to the successful delivery and
implementation of your action plan. The reality is that when a senior leader gives the go ahead, the
organisation follows suit. Meaningful engagement from a senior leader gives people permission to be
more open and so people feel safer to be more open as it’s seen to be accepted and acknowledged.
It’s a giant leap towards normalising mental health in the workplace.

Karl from Lloyds Bank highlights how senior leaders meaningfully engaging
is so necessary to creating a positive cultural change leading to a positive
change in people’s attitudes towards mental health.
“The topic of Mental Health has sky rocketed since 5 years ago, when
Lloyds new CEO joined. The senior buy in has been incredible in pioneering
all things inclusive, Mental Health and Equality, Diversity and Inclusion,
generally and its now expected for all to take it seriously and embed it
into their everyday practices.”

With a senior leaders support, you will find it much easier to change the culture of your workplace.
Even better, getting them to be open about their mental health at work can create a seismic shift in
how mental health problems are talked about amongst your employees.
Consider scoping which senior leaders might support taking this campaign internally and whether
they have a story that they might be willing to share. Story telling is a powerful component of this
campaign and when a senior leader shares their story, not only does it give employees permission to
talk about their own experiences, it also promotes safety in being able to do so. Another key factor
is that the senior leader’s mental health problems / experiences didn’t diminish them but rather they
have managed their conditions and are able to deliver to a senior role within the organisation.

Here’s what Thames Water say about senior management teams taking
responsibility for staff wellbeing;
“At Thames Water the Board of Directors are accountable for staff wellbeing.
Its Executive Team review company absence figures and trends and for all
work related illness cases an Executive review is undertaken triggering
conversations with local managers about each case. Occupational
Health are brought in to find the cause of illness and to learn from every
individual case what the issues are, crafting solutions to support each
individual and promote any wider business learning.” Thames Water
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THINGS A SENIOR LEADER MIGHT DO TO SHOW THEY ARE
COMMITTED AND ENGAGED TO ADDRESSING MENTAL HEALTH
IN THE WORKPLACE?
 Your Chief Executive / regional

 Ensuring employees know about their

Director signs the Pledge publically
sending out a strong signal to all staff.

commitment, this could be done by
utilising an all staff email/bulletin to
explain why they think it is important to
sign the pledge, the impact they hope
their commitment makes and how they
relate / resonate with others by sharing
their own experiences.

 Be actively supportive and involved at

various stages in taking this campaign
forward internally, for example
attending employee mental health
events, contributing to champion work,
participating in activities on key dates
such as World Mental Health Day etc.

 When they are able to, allow a budget to
support the work in implementing and
embedding this Action Plan

 They clearly demonstrate how and why

 Have an open door policy for you or

they are invested. In an ideal setting
they would speak about personal
reasons or experiences with mental
health problems as this has the biggest
impact. However, even a message about
wanting staff to feel empowered to
speak about mental health is important.

other mental health leads to approach
for guidance

REMEMBER…

ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE

It is worth noting that Senior Leaders
including CEOs are used to expressing
approval by signing things off and they
might think this is the case with signing
the pledge. Senior leaders need to be
advised what is specifically needed from
them to better equip them to engage
with the campaign more meaningfully.

Our CEO and leadership team will be filmed
signing the employer pledge. This will go up on
our website and intranet.

 Our CEO has committed to giving a short

speech on the importance of looking after
your mental health when signing the pledge.

 Leadership have agreed to give continued

support in the form of budget for brown
bags, workshops and external speakers going
forward. We’re aiming to have one mental
health-themed brown bag per quarter.

For example; inputting mental health
events, key dates into their diary from
the offset, releasing any blogs or
their personal experiences at planned
intervals and encourage senior leaders
to show how they look after their
mental health etc.
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CREATING AN INTERNAL
COMMUNICATION PLAN
Ensuring you have a robust Internal Communications Plan in how you intend to roll out the action
plan is key. The way you roll out this campaign internally will make a significant difference to how
employees might engage, actively support and be called to proactive action.
A robust Internal Communication plan will include the following elements;

A
B
C
D

E

F

An assessment of the current situation of
your business (Test element)
What you want to accomplish, your
MH / Business Goals
Who you would need to talk with – so the
audience, in this case employees
What you want to say – the core messages.
For Time to Change a core message for
Employers is to “Create a Mentally safe
workplace for employees, giving them the
choice to say whether they feel ok or not
without fear of repercussions

G

How will you actually communicate – for
example through your internal channels
like email, internal social media, visuals like
posters, internal updates, videos, intranet etc.

When you will communicate – so consider
existing calendars, like routine meetings, end
of quarters, recurring events, newsletters,
updates etc. You can also add your own
and include MH key dates such as Time to
Talk Day, World Mental Health Day and even
include other key dates that hold meaning for
various social groups, as mentioned above
to release Communication around mental
health, thus widening audience reach. You
might want to include these dates as part
of your Communication plan
And finally how will you measure progress?
For example consider the following metrics;
Potential Blog Metrics:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE
MD Lived Experience – We have arranged
for a Managing Director to sign the pledge
at one of weekly company-wide meetings
later in the year. This should show that
this is something that the whole company
cares about and isn’t just an initiative run
by HR. The Managing Director has also
been requested to write a small piece/
record a video for the staff social media
site about why the pledge is important, his
lived experience and our commitment to
removing the stigma around mental health.
This should help show staff that this
matters at all levels and encourages others
to speak about their lived experiences too.

Unique page views
Total page views
Time spent on the site
Bounce rate
Organic searching for blog
Via backlinks

Potential Email Metrics:
1) Number of people who opened the email
2) Number of email subscribers (if it’s a
voluntary participation of a mail list)
3) Link clicks
4) Numbers of unsubscribes
Potential Social Media metrics:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Impressions
Reach
Follower total
New followers
Forwarding on numbers (such as
retweets if on Twitter)
6) Monitoring of engagement through
comments and responses
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THE AUDIENCE YOUR INTERNAL
COMMUNICATION PLAN IS BEING
DESIGNED FOR
The audience, in this case employees, possibly volunteers (where applicable) are diverse in every
way, and therefore can’t be expected to receive the messages in the same way. The reality is that in
order to decide what and how you want to deliver your messages, you must understand that each
one of your target audiences has a specific set of interests / needs and so would need to hear a
specific message framed correctly to motivate them into engaging.
This is because each group of employees will have a particular experience within the workplace
and even in life generally and so will be “hooked” if they can relate. The more relatable and
correctly pitched the message is the more likely that an employee will move from simply taking
note of the message to action.

The messages you create for each of
your audiences should address;

1
2
3

SCENARIO FOR THOUGHT

The problem they are
currently facing

People tend to go into celebratory mode
in the lead up to Christmas, connecting
with families, having much needed time
off, Christmas parties etc.

The solution your
organisation offers
The call to action you created

However for a significant many
Christmas might be an acute time of
loneliness, a time when some people
might feel disconnected to peer support
because they can’t relate. For others it
might be a financially exhausting time
– with the pressure to create magical
Christmases for their family, their
vulnerability to debt increases.
For others still being with family could
be painful reminders of their childhood
and as such an emotional time for
them and then for some others it’s the
pressure of doing everything – from
preparing to cook to hosting.
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The above scenario highlights the various problems employees might experience at Christmas. Your
internal Communication would look to address these issues by crafting messages to suit the different
audiences – Employees who will feel lonely, Employees vulnerable to debt, employees vulnerable to
childhood experiences and employees who could be impacted because of how busy and stressed they
could be. Consider the following table to organise messaging to the above employee audience

What I want them
to do as a result of
my Communication

Audience
type

Mind-set
of Audience

What I want
them to think?

What I want
them to feel

Employees
who will feel
lonely

Dreading being
alone with nothing
to do and no one to
speak to. They feel
shame they are in
this space and so
feel isolated

Connecting with
others doesn’t
have to be in a
traditional family
set up

That they can
connect with
others and don’t
have to feel lonely

To reach out to
others, organise
something for
themselves with
others in similar
situation, to not
be alone and they
can always call
for support / EAP
/ Samaritans /
Elefriends etc.

Employees
vulnerable to
debt

Stressed wondering
“how will I pay for
everything” I will
spoil it for others,
stressed about
paying back and
feeling trapped by
it all and it all feels
out of control. They
feel ashamed and
worthless that they
can’t manage their
money

That Christmas
doesn’t have to be
expensive, that it
is possible to get
support with that.

To not feel alone
in money worries,
that they feel
empowered to
take back control
by getting support
from EAP etc.

Call EAP,
signposted to debt
management. Also
to implement money
saving ideas to
create a frugal but
equally enjoyable
Christmas.

Employees
vulnerable
to childhood
experiences

They feel like they
have no choice but
have to go to the
family

They can celebrate
Christmas in
alternative ways
and that there
are strategies
to cope with
that challenging
situation

To feel empowered
and on top of their
situation and feel
like they have
options always

To celebrate
Christmas with
family as emotionally
safely as possible
for them and call
EAP / other support
provider if they need
to talk.

That it is essential
they do not
deprioritise their
wellbeing

They deserve
self-care and me
time too as its
their holiday too

Take active note of
self-care tips and
implement Christmas
day survival tips etc.
Call EAP to get
practical guidance
and support

They feel isolated
as feel too ashamed
to ask for help
Employees
who could
be impacted
because of
how busy
and stressed
they could
be

They have a never
ending to do list
and at every point
will deprioritise
their wellbeing
to accommodate
others. They feel it
is expected of them
and if they don’t
deliver they will let
people down.
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From a mental health perspective – in order to change how people think and act about mental health
you need to be able to identify and understand the different audiences within the organisation.
Consider the table below;

Audience type

Employees
currently
managing a
mental health
problem in the
workplace

What I want
them to think?

What I want
them to feel

Mind-set A
I am being
supported and I
have a plan so I
feel well in myself.

Managing a mental
health problem
doesn’t mean that
someone can’t work.
That is a myth they
absolutely can.

I have nothing
to be ashamed
of. With the right
support I can
overcome my
illness and carry
on working to my
full potential

Talk to line
manager about
experiences and
get help. If they
are managing
it, to be able to
share their stories
via campaigns
like “This is me”
and engage in
activities like on
Time to Talk Day

I know what’s
happening to me
– I thought there
was something
intrinsically wrong
with me but it’s
not me it’s that
I am unwell with
my mental health.
There is help I
can access and I
feel supported by
my Employer in
doing so.

Look at Time
to Change /
Mind website
and look up the
symptoms they
are experiencing.
Or look up details
of their EAP just
to talk to someone
and run their
experiences by
them.

Mind-set B
I can’t tell anyone
that I have been
diagnosed with
this as they will
judge me

Employees
who are
experiencing
symptoms
quite
intensely
but do not
recognise
they
struggling
with poor
mental health
/ or feel too
unable to say
anything
At Crisis
intervention
point

What I want
them to do as
a result of my
Communication

Mind-set
of Audience

Mind-set A
Why am I feeling
like I can’t cope,
I have no drive –
am I lazy what’s
wrong with me.
Mind-set B
What is wrong
with me? I can’t
talk to anyone
about this,
they just won’t
understand. Its
better I don’t say
anything

MH problems can
happen to 1 in 4,
there is nothing to
be ashamed about
and the organisation
is committed in
changing those
negative attitudes
around mental health
in the workplace
People struggling
with very poor
mental health often
struggle in the
workplace and that it
isn’t a performance
issue it’s an illness
and health issue.
It is important that
people recognise the
symptoms, speak to
someone, whether
it’s their peer, line
manager, family and
to take support when
signposted to EAP/
GP helplines etc.
Mental health
problems are very
common and can
affect 1 in 4, more
and more work is
being done to better
understand mental
health especially
within the workplace
and specifically our
workplace.
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Mind-set
of Audience

What I want
them to think?

What I want
them to feel

What I want
them to do as
a result of my
Communication

Employees
who are very
much at
early stages
of trigger
so at Early
Intervention
point

I am stressed,
nothing I can’t
handle, it is
getting tougher
but I got this

People don’t become
unwell overnight
with their mental
health, it tends to
be a drip drip effect,
which is why it’s so
easy to not check in
with self-care and
wellbeing. There
are self-help tools
that will help to get
mental health and
wellbeing back in
track

I didn’t realise
that just cracking
on and paying no
attention to my
mental health
can result in me
becoming unwell.
I feel it’s time to
embed self-care
in to my day to
day

Employees look
up self-care ideas
and consider
utilising the
Wellness Action
Plan created
by Mind. The
Wellness Action
Plan is free to
download from
Minds website.

Employees
who feel
mentally
well in
themselves
generally

I feel great, am
cracking on with
what needs to
be done – how
can I continue to
stay well and will
bring me positive
benefits

People’s wellbeing
can be increased
when the 5 ways
of wellbeing are
implemented in their
daily lives.

I feel in control,
I feel great and
I feel like I can
contribute to the
world

For Employees to
continue looking
after their
mental health
and physical
health and take
up the employee
benefits on offer.

Audience type

Using this template table to also think about the different employees within your organisation and
consider the differences when developing an activity below, for example

Audience type

Mind-set
of Audience

What I want
them to think?
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What I want
them to feel

What I want
them to do as
a result of my
Communication

ACTIVITY
Lunch and Learn on how we all have mental health and that we need to break down
stigma by changing how we all think and act about mental health
Consider how you would you reach the following audiences through the above activity?

 Front line operational – such as in

 Work from home or other

 Sub contracted / temp staff
 Member of senior management team
 Volunteer

 Flexi / part time staff member
 Zero contract hours – paid hourly

retail / hospitality / social care

remote location

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
BOOMERANG EFFECT
You might have noticed that there the themes
around growth, evaluation, monitoring
and engaging audience have been weaved
throughout this guidance and that is because
without them – the difference could be in the
impact your action plan has on overall culture
around mental health and whether it truly
breaks down stigma or not meaningfully and
not just superficially.

LIST OF RESOURCES
TO HELP YOU

Any Communication plan you develop needs
to have regular points for feedback from the
people you are trying to engage. Also notice if
only the same people / groups are engaging,
what about other people in your organisation.
Have you reached them yet?
For more guidance and templates – why not use
our Employer Communication Pack to help you
develop your own internal Communication plan?
You can download it here.
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Thriving at Work Report 2017



Tell the world about your Pledge!
We encourage you to use social
media and send out a press release
if you’d like to. You can find a
template press release here.




Employer Communication pack

www.mentalhealthatwork.org.uk
A gateway to all available resources
both paid for and free

Wellness Action Plan – Template
and Guide by Mind

FOR MORE
INFORMATION…
timetochange
@timetochange
Search “Time to Change”
@timetochangecampaign

